PEERE Newsletter (25th November 2016)

This is the newsletter of TD1306 COST Action PEERE "New frontiers of peer review" (www.peere.org)

News

PEERE has reached an agreement with the Royal Society for cooperation on analysis of peer review in their journals

A special issue on "Scientometrics of peer review" (guest editors: Flaminio Squazzoni, Ana Marusic and Elise Brezis), which includes a considerable number of PEERE submissions, will be published in Scientometrics in the first part of 2017. For detail, please contact flaminio.squazzoni@unibs.it

The protocol on data sharing on peer review is under approval by Elsevier, Springer and Wiley. More soon.

A New COST Action on “EUROPEAN NETWORK FOR RESEARCH EVALUATION IN THE Social Science and Humanities - ENRESSH” started in May 2016. Details here: http://www.cost.eu/COST_Actions/ca/CA15137

PEERE Upcoming Meetings

A workshop on "Peer review: old challenges, new advances", including WG meetings and an MC meeting, is scheduled on 7-9 March 2017 in Vilnus, Lithuania. Stay tuned on the Action website for news.

If you wish to host a PEERE meeting on 2017-2018, please contact info@peere.org for detail

News from PEERE STSMs

Panayiota Polydoratou (ATEI of Thessaloniki) will visit Luis Antunes (University of Lisbon) in January 2017, Mario Maliki (Split School of Medicine) will visit Aliaksandir Birukou (Springer, Heidelberg) in December 2016

Elena Vallino (University of Turin) visited Karoly Takacs (Hungarian Academy of Science, Budapest) in Oct-Nov 2016. Monica Aniela Zaharie (Babeș-Bolyai University, Romania) visited Marco Seeber (University of Ghent, Belgium) in August 2016. Be active on proposals. See here: http://www.peere.org/stsm/

PEERE peer-reviewed (what else?) recent publications


PEERE Dissemination

Marco Seeber presented PEERE at the ISMTE 2016 conference held in Brussels on 31 October-1 November 2016

PEERE was showcased at the PUBMET 2016 conference at the University of Zadar, on 20-12 October 2016 by Flaminio Squazzoni

The Facebook group have reached 347 members and 44 followers on Twitter. Join the new PEERE Facebook group (PEERE new frontiers of peer review: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1663165473900417/) and the new PEERE Twitter account (@PEERE_REVIEW) and spread the voice within your FB and Twitter contacts.

If you want to propose short posts to be published and polls on various issues related to peer review, please, contact the Dissemination Coordinator (Marco Seeber: Marco.Seeber@UGent.be).

For any info, please contact info@peere.org
If you want to (un)subscribe, please contact info@peere.org